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Abstract: Language resources are the main factor in speech-emotion-recognition (SER)-based deep
learning models. Thai is a low-resource language that has a smaller data size than high-resource
languages such as German. This paper describes the framework of using a pretrained-model-based
front-end and back-end network to adapt feature spaces from the speech recognition domain to
the speech emotion classification domain. It consists of two parts: a speech recognition front-end
network and a speech emotion recognition back-end network. For speech recognition, Wav2Vec2
is the state-of-the-art for high-resource languages, while XLSR is used for low-resource languages.
Wav2Vec2 and XLSR have proposed generalized end-to-end learning for speech understanding based
on the speech recognition domain as feature space representations from feature encoding. This is one
reason why our front-end network was selected as Wav2Vec2 and XLSR for the pretrained model.
The pre-trained Wav2Vec2 and XLSR are used for front-end networks and fine-tuned for specific
languages using the Common Voice 7.0 dataset. Then, feature vectors of the front-end network
are input for back-end networks; this includes convolution time reduction (CTR) and linear mean
encoding transformation (LMET). Experiments using two different datasets show that our proposed
framework can outperform the baselines in terms of unweighted and weighted accuracies.

Keywords: speech emotion recognition; cross-domain adaption; Wav2Vec2; XLSR; vocal tract length
perturbation augmentation; embedded analysis

1. Introduction

Speech emotion recognition (SER) has been an active research area [1–4] and represents
one of the emerging fields in human–computer interaction. The quality of the human–
computer interface that mimics human speech emotions relies heavily on the types of
features used and on the classifier employed for recognition. Feature selection can be chal-
lenging based on speech characteristics, which depend on cultural language phonation [5],
articulation [6], prosody [7], phonology [8], and speaking rate [9].

Recently, end-to-end speech emotion recognition was proposed to solve the problems
of feature selection that use low engineering effort and less hyperparameter tuning [10–12].
Wav2Vec2 [13] was developed by Facebook in 2020 to present end-to-end deep learning for
speech understanding based on the speech recognition task. Wav2Vec2 uses raw speech
information features with an encoder model for speech encoding before predicting words.
This creates a simpler workflow that requires only input speech information for processing.
On the other hand, Wav2Vec2 does not perform well when applied to a low-resource
language. XLSR [14] was proposed for solving low-resource language problems by sharing
language knowledge. Additionally, for use in real-time applications, RT-AlexNet [4] was
proposed by applying a pretrained ImageNet model and then adapting it to the speech
emotion domain. This achieves better real-time performance than the baselines.
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However, end-to-end deep learning requires a large dataset for good performance [15].
The Thai language is a low-resource language [12,16,17], especially in the SER task, and has
only one public dataset called ThaiSER proposed by VISTEC [18]. Nevertheless, Thai
speech recognition has more resources than Thai SER. This paper assumes that all speech
domains contain overlapping information, which can represent many speech tasks. There-
fore, for use in low-resource languages, this paper proposes end-to-end speech emotion
recognition based on cross-domains, which transfer from the speech recognition domain
to the speech emotion recognition domain by using a front-end and a back-end network.
Additionally, we perform experiments based on real-time performance, which is evaluated
by the high-resource-language Berlin German dataset (Emo-DB) [19] and low-resource-
language ThaiSER [18]. Moreover, our work experiment is designed for network analysis to
understand the model learning in each part by the attention weight pattern and correctness
of the prediction result.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• Real-time end-to-end speech emotion recognition from the cross-domain (E2ESER-
CD) is proposed. E2ESER-CD transfers the speech recognition domain to the speech
emotion recognition domain based on a speech recognition front-end network and
speech emotion recognition back-end network, thus achieving better performance
than the baselines.

• A comparison study across pretrained and fine-tuned models and across different
baseline models.

• The proposed speech emotion back-end network in E2ESER-CD is built to meet
two criteria: convolution time reduction (CTR) and linear mean encoding transforma-
tion (LMET).

• Network and error analysis are proposed to understand the model learning for front-
end and back-end networks by the attention weight pattern of the model and the
correctness of the prediction result.

2. Related Work

Speech signals [20] contain both linguistic and paralinguistic information. Linguistic
information is related to the meaning of words and context; on the other hand, paralin-
guistic information [21,22] is related to non-verbal aspects such as pitch, tone, and rate of
speaking. This is the “mood” of speech. In order to represent speech information for further
analysis, researchers realized that speech is produced by vibration passing through the vo-
cal tract, where the complete pathway also includes the tongue and the teeth [23]. In signal
processing, if the shape of the vocal tract is known precisely, one is able to represent the
phoneme being spoken. This is because the shape of the vocal tract appears as the envelope
of the power spectrum of the short-time Fourier transform. Therefore, the Mel filter-bank
(MF) can be used to accurately represent this envelope. The MF features are characterized
by a bank of filters that span the range from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, which is the frequency
range that humans are able to perceive and is thus widely used to represent speech signals.
However, the filter-bank becomes a limitation of handcrafted features, and it is difficult to
find suitable hyperparameters that keep important information to related targets. Therefore,
deep learning feature extraction [13,14] is proposed to solve feature engineering problems,
and this eliminates the need for manual feature engineering; unfortunately, deep learning
requires a large amount of data to be effective [15]. Unlike in other domains, the amount
of data in the speech domain is relatively small; thus, data augmentation has been used
to help increase the amount of data. Specifically, for this work, which focuses on speech
emotion recognition, it is known that speech emotion states are based on cultural variations
and language styles [5–9]. Vocal tract length perturbation (VTLP) [24,25] was proposed to
simulate new vocal track information in speech and increase the informative number of
speakers by perturbing the vocal tract length. VTLP can provide a more informative vocal
speaker, allowing the model to learn more perspectives.
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Regarding the model architecture for SER, many studies have applied deep learning
to this task. Venkataramanan [26] investigated deep learning in SER, and it was found that
CNN was able to achieve better performance than standard machine learning. Zhao [2] pro-
posed using CNNs together with LSTM for feature extraction. The method used a sequence
of CNNs in a block style. Local features were learned using what was called the local feature
learning block (LFLB), which is basically a CNN layer followed by batch normalization and
pooling layers. As the name implies, LFLB learns local features within the receptive field of
the convolution operation. After LFLB blocks, LSTM layers are used to extract time series
contextual information to obtain global-level features. Regarding the model architecture
of the SER task, many studies have applied deep learning to this task. This allows for the
extraction/learning of both local and global features. An improvement to LFLB using a
residual connection called DeepResLFLB was proposed in [3]. The concept was inspired by
ResNet [27,28], where the residual connection combined with a repeated learning style [29]
allows the model to learn more effectively, leading to overall improved performance.

Nevertheless, model training in the methods mentioned above contains more hyper-
parameter tuning, and feature selection is more difficult. This is a common challenge across
many tasks and end-to-end learning, where the entire processing pipeline is trained as one
model and requires less hyperparameter tuning [10,11], and it now appears to be the pre-
ferred approach. More directly related to this work, Wav2Vec2 [13] was recently proposed
with an end-to-end learning concept. Wav2Vec2 requires only the overall speech feature
and labels, and the model can find the relationship between features and labels based on
representative feature spaces. The representative feature spaces are generalized because the
model implements contrastive loss to consider between quantized feature encoding and
context representation. This achieved better performance than traditional baselines. How-
ever, Wav2Vec2 requires more representative data to achieve high performance. XLSR [14]
was proposed and requires less representative data. XLSR can outperform Wav2Vec2 based
on low-resource languages by using shared quantization and shared context representation
between languages.

3. Proposed Method

Our proposed method consists of a front-end network, which turns the raw speech
waveform into vector embedding and a back-end network, which actually performs the
speech classification. Based on the end-to-end learning concept, the two networks are
connected and trained together during the fine-tuning stage. We made the assumption that
all speech domains contain overlapping information, which can represent many speech
tasks, i.e., both speech recognition and SER. We first introduce raw speech preparation
to chop the speech into small chunks that are consistent in real-time and then normalize
the raw speech chunks before feeding to model learning. Then, our front-end network is
introduced using pretrained Wav2Vec2 and XLSR in the speech recognition domain. Finally,
our back-end network is based on a CNN and a multilayer perceptron (MLP) pattern for
mapping feature spaces to the speech emotion domain. This is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Real-time E2ESER-CD framework.

3.1. Raw Speech Preparation

Cultural variations [9] and language resources are influential factors for SER datasets.
Fortunately, two publicly available datasets, ThaiSER and Emo-DB, are available. ThaiSER
in Thai is mixed vocalization in a relatively low-resource language, while Emo-DB in
Berlin German is fast vocalization in a relatively high-resource language. These datasets
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represent different cultures and data sizes, which we used to contrast the difference in the
performance of the proposed method across high- and low-resource languages.

SER captures emotional states from an informative speaker. Voice activity detection
(VAD) [30] is chosen for filtering only speech frames and then resampling speech to a sam-
pling rate of 16 kHz. Furthermore, deep learning benefits from larger and more varied
data [15]. Thus, we utilized data augmentation based on VTLP [24,25] to add simulated
vocal speaker information, which provides the variation in training data for the models.

VTLP was first proposed in [31]. The basic idea is to modify the Mel filter-bank center
frequencies using (2) in [31], where the parameter α, called the warp factor, is sampled
from a uniform distribution, typically in the domain [0.9, 1.1]. The randomness of the
augmentation comes from the randomness of the value of α. By doing so, the spectrum
of the speech signal is perturbed in such a way that it looks like noise had been added
to each frequency bin, but the overall envelope shape of the spectrum remains the same.
It is a more gentle augmentation compared to, for example, speed, pitch, or loudness
augmentations. During training, the VTLP augmentation is applied to every input speech,
unlike other augmentations, where the probability of being applied is <1.0, for VTLP; it
can be =1.0 since the augmentation is gentle. Each input obtains a randomly sampled value
of α. The number of batches of each training epoch is unmodified by data augmentation;
in other words, the total number of batches that the models see during training is the same
as if no data augmentation were performed. However, with data augmentation, the models
never see exactly the same input speech twice.

Then, the speech signal is chopped with extracted features for the proper form in
real-time cases. In this paper, speech is segmented into small chunks with a one-second
duration, and then, features are normalized from chopped speech. Each chunk (γ) is
normalized by the z-score [32,33] as in (1).

γnorm =
γ − µchunk

σchunk
(1)

where µchunk and σchunk are the mean and standard deviation of the samples in a chunk,
respectively. After normalization, the chunks are called normalized chunks (N-Chunks).
We used N-Chunks as features for learning in the speech recognition front-end network
and speech emotion back-end network on overall speech representative features.

3.2. Speech Recognition Front-End Network

We used the speech recognition front-end network as the first step in encoding from
the speech recognition domain. The speech recognition front-end network is implemented
in the same way as the Wav2Vec2 architecture using three steps: quantized feature en-
coding, context representation, and loss calculation. For quantized feature encoding, our
framework uses a CNN encoder to encode N-Chunks as generalized latent spaces. Ad-
ditionally, a masked transformer locates contextual dependencies between latent spaces
based on contextual representation. Then, contrastive loss is applied to consider between
quantized feature encoding and contextual representation. This is useful for generalized
representative features. Contrastive loss takes the output of the network for a positive
example and calculates its distance to an example of the same class and contrasts that with
the distance to negative examples. The feature space distribution is intraclass compactness
and interclass separation.

In addition, for a low-resource language, the XLSR architecture is implemented instead
of Wav2Vec2 in the speech recognition front-end network. XLSR changes the constraint in
the CNN encoder and masked transformer to a shared constraint. The shared constraint can
share the language information on feature spaces, allowing the models to use information
in one language on another language.
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3.3. Speech Emotion Recognition Back-End Network

A speech emotion recognition back-end network was proposed for the second step
as training to adapt the feature representation of the speech recognition domain to the
speech emotion domain, similar to a downstream model. We propose two model patterns:
convolution time reduction (CTR) and linear mean encoding transformation (LMET). CTR
combines all time frames into one embedding, while LMET transforms the mean embedding
of feature encoding into a linear pattern while keeping time frame information to the related
mean embedding. This is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Speech emotion back-end network process. (Left) convolution time reduction (CTR).
(Right) linear mean encoding transformation (LMET).

4. Experimental Setup
4.1. Datasets and Preprocessing

We performed experiments on two datasets, the Berlin German dataset (Emo-DB) [19]
and ThaiSER [18]. Emo-DB consists of seven emotions: anger, disgust, boredom, joy,
sadness, neutral, and fear. The dataset includes 535 utterances in German from ten native
German actors—five men and five women. The audio was record with 16 bit resolution
and a sampling frequency of 16 kHz. The average length of the utterances is 3 s.

ThaiSER contains five emotional states: anger, sadness, neutral, frustration, and hap-
piness. The utterances came from 200 actors—112 men and 88 women, in various Thai
accents. The audio was recorded with 16 bit resolution and a 44.1 kHz sampling frequency.
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The average length of the audio files is 5.25 ± 3.85 s; the longest and shortest duration are
88.92 and 0.44 s, respectively.

In order to be able to compare across Emo-DB and ThaiSER, which have different sets
of emotions, we considered only those emotions that are common across the two datasets.
Thus, we fine-tuned SER only for these 4 emotions: neutral, anger, happiness (called
joy in Emo-DB), and sadness. Thus, both datasets have the same number of classes for
the experiments.

We first fine-tuned the pretrained wav2vec2-base-960h and XLSR (facebook/wav2vec2-
large-xlsr-53) on the ASR task before actually performing SER. This is because there are
more data available for the ASR task; therefore, fine-tuning on it first should benefit the
downstream SER task. For both pretrained models, the tokenizer used for ASR fine-tuning
was the Huggingface Wav2Vec2CTCTokenizer class. The behavior of this tokenizer is to
split a text into tokens by the space character (This can be seen from the file tokeniza-
tion_wav2vec2.py at Line 243). Since German has a space between words, this tokenizer
can be used directly. On the other hand, Thai does not have a space between words, so
we first pre-tokenized the texts by a Thai-specific tokenizer called SEFR_cut [34] and then
re-joined the tokens into a single string with a space character between each pair of tokens.
After this preprocessing, the same Wav2Vec2CTCTokenizer can be used for both German
and Thai texts. The data for fine-tuning ASR were Common Voice 7.0 for German and
Thai, respectively. The details of the datasets used for fine-tuning ASR can be found in
Appendix A. Once ASR fine-tuning was complete, the model weights from the best epoch
were used to initialize the models for SER fine-tuning.

For the actual SER task, the tokenizer is irrelevant since tokenization is used only in
ASR in order to provide target tokens for the conversion from speech to text. SER, on the
other hand, is a single-label classification task, where the output of the model is the softmax
probability over the different emotion types. Therefore, the tokenizer is not needed (In
the codes, the tokenizer is loaded anyway because the Huggingface API for wav2vec2,
specifically the Wav2Vec2Processor class, is designed that way, but it is never actually
used.). The Emo-DB and ThaiSER datasets were used for German and Thai, respectively.
Regardless of the pretrained model, whether it is XLSR or wav2vec2-base-960h, both were
fine-tuned (or their weights were fixed and only the downstream layers were trained, in the
case where we performed transfer learning only) with the same hyperparameters.

For the experiments, the two datasets were resampled to 16 kHz and 16 bit PCM resolution.

4.2. Parameter Setting

The parameters of the front-end speech recognition networks were obtained from
pretrained weights. The Wav2Vec2 [13] and XLSR [14] architectures were implemented in
the same way as in the original research. Wav2Vec2 was pretrained and fine-tuned on 960 h
of Librispeech dataset. The model is provided by Facebook (wav2vec2-base-960h). XLSR
is a model pretrained on 53 languages and also provided by Facebook (wav2vec2-large-
xlsr-53). Then, fine-tuning with the same pretraining loss enables the model to adapt to the
target language dataset: the common voice corpus 7.0 [35].

We experimented on our frameworks by using two learning strategies: transfer learn-
ing only the back-end networks and fine-training end-to-end. Transfer learning uses the
pretrained model from original research and is frozen to extract feature spaces before
forwarding to the back-end network, allowing the model to only learn in the back-end
network. On the other hand, in fine-training, our framework learns in all layers, except in
the CNN feature encoding layer.

For the experiments, the speech recognition front-end networks had output feature
spaces as 512 embedding dimensions. The learning rate was 0.0003; loss was connectionist
temporal classification (CTC) with padding word tokens; CTC loss reduction was the
mean. In addition, for adaptation to the speech emotion domain, speech emotion back-end
networks were proposed that set the feature space input size to 512, the same as the output

https://huggingface.co/facebook/wav2vec2-base-960h
https://huggingface.co/facebook/wav2vec2-large-xlsr-53
https://huggingface.co/facebook/wav2vec2-large-xlsr-53
https://github.com/huggingface/transformers/blob/v4.20.1/src/transformers/models/wav2vec2/tokenization_wav2vec2.py
https://github.com/huggingface/transformers/blob/v4.20.1/src/transformers/models/wav2vec2/tokenization_wav2vec2.py
https://huggingface.co/facebook/wav2vec2-base-960h
https://huggingface.co/facebook/wav2vec2-base-960h
https://huggingface.co/facebook/wav2vec2-large-xlsr-53
https://huggingface.co/facebook/wav2vec2-large-xlsr-53
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dimension of the speech recognition front-end network. We set the learning rate to 0.00002,
and the loss function was set as categorical cross-entropy.

All of our proposed front-end and back-end networks used the AdamW optimizer.
The batch size was 8; the number of epochs was 30; the best weight was updated whenever
validation accuracy was higher than that of the previous epoch. All the hyperparameters
are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of training hyperparameters.

Parameter Value

embedding size 512
learning rate (ASR) 3.0 × 10−4

learning rate (SER) 2.0 × 10−5

optimizer AdamW
batch size 8
number of epochs 20

4.3. Evaluation Metrics

We performed 10-fold cross-validation with 80% training and 10% each for the val-
idation and test split. The performance was measured by weighted accuracy (WA) and
unweighted accuracy (UA) [36]. Weighted accuracy is the classification accuracy on the
whole test set, while unweighted accuracy tests each emotion class separately and then
averages the results. The number reported for all experiment is the average over all test
splits. All the hyperparameters were tuned to maximize the unweighted accuracy. Due to
the imbalance between the classes in the datasets, we evaluated the UA and WA results
at the utterance level by first performing inference at the frames level, then used majority
voting to obtain utterance-level predictions. Since the training was performed at the frame
level, there are more samples overall, which lessens the impact data imbalance has on the
performance of the model.

Furthermore, the word error rate (WER) was chosen to evaluate the fine-tuning of the
front-end model. WER is a common metric for measuring speech-to-text accuracy in the
speech recognition domain, which is basically the number of errors divided by the total
number of words, as expressed in (2).

WER =
S + I + D

Number o f Words Spoken
(2)

where S is the substitution word error when a word is replaced, I is the insertion word error
when a word is added that was not said, and D is the deletion word error when a word is
omitted from the transcript label.

5. Results and Discussions
5.1. Results

The speech recognition front-end network and speech emotion back-end network are
the main parts of our framework. The speech recognition front-end network uses a pre-
trained model. For pretrained performance in the Common Voice 7.0 dataset, Table 2 shows
that XLSR has an approximately 16% lower WER than Wav2Vec2, and XLSR outperforms
Wav2Vec2 in terms of WER in Thai. In contrast, for German, which is a high-resource
language, Wav2Vec2 outperforms XLSR by approximately 3%.

For our framework, Tables 3 and 4 report the UA and WA performance based on
ThaiSER and Emo-DB, respectively. As the ThaiSER results, in Table 3, XLSR with LMET-
based fine-training achieves the best performance at approximately 70.73% UA and 71.27%
WA. On the Emo-DB dataset, Table 4 shows that Wav2Vec2 with CTR-based pretraining
achieves the best performance at approximately 88.69% UA and 91.18% WA. Nevertheless,
the CTR is not significantly improved on Emo-DB, which can improve only one experimen-
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tal result (Wav2Vec2 with CTR-based pre-training), as shown in Table 4. LMET is better at
this point, and LMET has better generalization performance than CTR when used on both
datasets, which can perform well (see Section 5.3).

With the results explored above, our framework can outperform the baselines. XLSR
with LMET-based fine-training has the best performance on ThaiSER. Additionally, Wav2Vec2
with CTR-based pretraining outperforms the baselines on Emo-DB. These results show
that the assumption of Sections 1 and 3 about all speech domains containing overlapping
information that can represent many speech tasks is true.

Table 2. Word error rate (WER) of our proposed front-end network fine-tuned by the speech recogni-
tion domain on the Common Voice 7.0 dataset.

Model Language WER (%)

Wav2Vec2 German 15.6

Wav2Vec2 Thai 44.46

XLSR German 18.5

XLSR Thai 28.64

Table 3. Comparison of our proposed framework and baseline average UA and WA metrics on the
ThaiSER dataset. The numbers in bold indicate the row with the best performance.

Model Learning Back-End
ThaiSER

UA WA

1DLFLB+LSTM [2] scratch - 58.07 58.38

DeepResLFLB [3] scratch - 60.73 60.60

RT-AlexNet [4] scratch - 61.58 64.96

Wav2Vec2 Transfer Learning CTR 69.25 68.89

Wav2Vec2 Transfer Learning LMET 69.34 71.11

XLSR Transfer Learning CTR 66.61 66.57

XLSR Transfer Learning LMET 67.57 68.21

Wav2Vec2 Fine-training CTR 59.98 62.56

Wav2Vec2 Fine-training LMET 66.60 68.38

XLSR Fine-training CTR 65.30 65.81

XLSR Fine-training LMET 70.73 71.27

Table 4. Comparison of our proposed framework and baseline average UA and WA metrics on the
Emo-DB dataset. The numbers in bold indicate the row with the best performance.

Model Learning Back-End
Emo-DB

UA WA

1DLFLB+LSTM [2] scratch - 78.30 79.41

DeepResLFLB [3] scratch - 79.02 82.35

RT-AlexNet [4] scratch - 83.20 85.29

Wav2Vec2 Transfer Learning CTR 88.69 91.18

Wav2Vec2 Transfer Learning LMET 81.55 85.29

XLSR Transfer Learning CTR 54.93 58.82

XLSR Transfer Learning LMET 85.11 88.24
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Table 4. Cont.

Model Learning Back-End
Emo-DB

UA WA

Wav2Vec2 Fine-training CTR 56.25 61.76

Wav2Vec2 Fine-training LMET 53.13 58.82

XLSR Fine-training CTR 33.70 38.24

XLSR Fine-training LMET 78.42 82.35

5.2. Network Analysis

The speech recognition front-end network and speech emotion back-end network
are both important for overall performance. XLSR + LMET with fine-tuning was the best-
performing configuration on the ThaiSER dataset, while Wav2vec2 + CTR with transfer
learning was the best on the Emo-DB dataset. In this subsection, we explain this result and
present an analysis of the relationship between the Mel spectrum of the input, the attention
weight pattern of the model, and the correctness of the prediction result.

5.2.1. Front-End Network Analysis

Both Wav2vec2 and XLSR are based on the transformer architecture [37], which has
self-attention layers. Self-attention calculates the weight between each pair of positions in
a sequence, called the attention weights. In front-end network behavior, we explored the
attention weights in the last attention encoder layer for visualization. Figures 3–6 show the
five main steps of the self-attention mechanism: Q, K, so f tmax(Q · K), so f tmax(Q · K) · V,
and the linear transformation (projected attention) for final attention output. The visualiza-
tion was obtained by feeding four raw speech input cases into the model: normal speech
chunk, chunk containing normal silence, chunk containing mostly silence, and chunk in-
between speech, as shown in Subfigures (a), (b), (c), and (d), respectively. The left column
shows the input speech in Mel spectrogram form (the actual Wav2vec model takes the
time-domain speech waveform as the input). The second and third columns show the Q
and K values, respectively. The fourth column shows the softmax weight of the product
Q ·K for all possible pairs of locations. From the attention scores, it can be seen, for example,
that one position is more correlated with the others; this can be seen as a vertical line in
the attention pattern. This occurs when the speech input contains long silent intervals and
is more pronounced for the case where we only perform transfer learning for the model,
but do not fine-tune it. Figure 3c clearly shows the vertical line attention pattern when the
input signal has a large silent interval. In the other panels of the figure, although there is
a visible vertical line, it is not as dark and the attention weights at other locations are still
visible. In Figure 4, it can be seen that the pattern of the attention weights is more diffused
throughout different locations when the model was fine-tuned. Figures 5 and 6 repeat the
same set of experiments, but for the ThaiSER dataset. It can be seen that the same general
pattern as for the Emo-DB dataset still holds.
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Figure 3. Attention weights of the last layer encoded feature using transfer learning of Wav2Vec2
based on the Emo-DB dataset: (a) normal speech chunk, (b) chunk containing normal silence,
(c) chunk containing mostly silence, and (d) chunk between speech. Please see the full resolution
image in the supplementary material.

Figure 4. Attention weights of last layer encoded feature using fine-training of XLSR based on
the Emo-DB dataset: (a) normal speech chunk, (b) chunk containing normal silence, (c) chunk
containing mostly silence, and (d) chunk between speech. Please see the full resolution image in the
supplementary material.
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Figure 5. Attention weights of last layer encoded feature using transfer learning of Wav2Vec2 based
on the ThaiSER dataset: (a) normal speech chunk, (b) chunk containing normal silence, (c) chunk
containing mostly silence, and (d) chunk between speech. Please see the full resolution image in the
supplementary material.

Figure 6. Attention weights of last layer encoded feature using fine-training of XLSR based on
the ThaiSER dataset: (a) normal speech chunk, (b) chunk containing normal silence, (c) chunk
containing mostly silence, and (d) chunk between speech. Please see the full resolution image in the
supplementary material.

5.2.2. Back-End Network Analysis

The speech emotion recognition back-end network is designed for domain adaptation
from speech recognition to speech emotion recognition. From the previous analysis, the size
of the silent interval greatly affects the output embedding features of the front-end network,
which in turn has a significant performance impact on the back-end network. As previously
described, we have two different models for the back-end networks, namely CTR and
LMET. The difference between them is that CTR aggregates the information from different
time steps by the use of the convolution operation, while LMET uses global average pooling
to collapse the information across the time dimension. This results in a significant difference
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between the information contained at the output of both models, which is just before the
last softmax layer.

We used the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient technique [38] to an-
alyze the relationship between the features at various depths through the model: after
the convolutional feature extraction (Z in Figure 1 of [13]), projected features (after the
Wav2Vec2FeatureProjection class in the Huggingface Transformers implementation of
Wav2vec2), and encoded feature (C in Figure 1 of [13]). Our hypothesis was that if the
variables of the internal activation of the model are not highly correlated with each other,
this leads to better performance.

Observing the projected feature column in Figures 7–10 and comparing it with the
speech input, it can be seen that the high correlation areas (the yellow patches) are related
to silent intervals. For Inputs (a) and (d), where there are no large silent intervals, the dis-
tribution of the high correlation areas is spread out all over the projected feature position.
In contrast, for Inputs (b) and (c), where there is a long silent interval, there are large yellow
patches that align with the position of the silent interval. Additionally, the projected feature
is input for the encoded feature, which causes the correlation distributions of the encoded
feature to be similar to those of the projected feature. Again looking at Inputs (a) and (d),
we see that the distribution of the correlation values tends to be more evenly distributed
than those of Inputs (b) and (c), except for the large yellow patch, which corresponds to the
silent interval.

Figure 7. Correlation coefficients of E2ESER-CD using transfer learning of Wav2Vec2 with the CTR
back-end network based on the Emo-DB dataset: (a) normal speech chunk, (b) chunk containing
normal silence, (c) chunk containing mostly silence, and (d) chunk between speech. Note that
the correct (green circle) and incorrect (red circle) signs are model results when compared with
emotion labels. Please see the full resolution image in the supplementary material.
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Figure 8. Correlation coefficients of E2ESER-CD using fine-training of XLSR with the LMET back-end
network based on the Emo-DB dataset: (a) normal speech chunk, (b) chunk containing normal silence,
(c) chunk containing mostly silence, and (d) chunk between speech. Note that the correct (green
circle) and incorrect (red circle) signs are model results when compared with emotion labels. Please
see the full resolution image in the supplementary material.

Figure 9. Correlation coefficients of E2ESER-CD using transfer learning of Wav2Vec2 with the CTR
back-end network based on the ThaiSER dataset: (a) normal speech chunk, (b) chunk containing
normal silence, (c) chunk containing mostly silence, and (d) chunk between speech. Note that
the correct (green circle) and incorrect (red circle) signs are model results when compared with
emotion labels. Please see the full resolution image in the supplementary material.
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Figure 10. Correlation coefficients of E2ESER-CD using fine-training of XLSR with the LMET back-
end network based on the ThaiSER dataset: (a) normal speech chunk; (b) chunk containing normal
silence; (c) chunk containing mostly silence; and (d) chunk between speech. Note that the correct
(green circle) and incorrect (red circle) signs are model results when compared with emotion labels.
Please see the full resolution image in the supplementary material.

Evidence in support of our hypothesis can be seen in Figures 7 and 8 comparing
CTR vs. LMET when the dataset is Emo-DB. This dataset has fewer long silent intervals
than ThaiSER. The rightmost columns of both figures show that the false prediction (red
circle) is higher for LMET than for CTR. This agrees with the results shown in Table 3.
Thus, CTR is a more powerful back-end model due to the use of the convolution layer,
but is sensitive to the distribution of the correlation value in the encoded features. For the
ThaiSER dataset, considering Figures 9 and 10, CTR does not perform as well for this
dataset because the classification accuracy is related to the uniformity of the distribution of
the correlation values. If the distribution is not very uniform, then the prediction results
are wrong because CTR uses convolution based on the time sequence domain, causing the
nonuniform distribution pattern to persist, especially in (b) and (c). On the other hand,
LMET uses average pooling when connecting with the front-end network. Average pooling
looks at global information, which makes it more robust to the nonuniform distribution
of correlation values. Thus, LMET works better on the ThaiSER dataset than the Emo-DB
dataset, agreeing with the results shown in Table 3. In conclusion, we observed that large
silent intervals seem to have more negative impact on the CTR back-end model than on
LMET. We also observed that ThaiSER contains more examples with long silent intervals
than Emo-DB. Large silent intervals create highly correlated features in each layer of the
back-end network, as can be seen in Figures 7–10, and LMET is able to better tolerate this
because it has global average pooling as the first layer, which decorrelates its output, while
CTR has 1D convolution, which preserves the correlation.

5.3. Error Analysis

Wav2Vec2 with CTR using transfer learning has the best performance based on Emo-
DB, as shown in Table 4. In contrast, many results using CTR do not outperform LMET,
especially when using fine-training. In fine-training based on Emo-DB, Wav2Vec2 with CTR
decreases by approximately 32.44% UA and 29.42% WA compared with transfer learning.
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Moreover, the XLSR with CTR performance decreases by approximately 21.23% UA and
20.58% WA based on Emo-DB. In the same way, the CTR performance decreases based on
ThaiSER; Wav2Vec2 decreases by approximately 9.27% UA and 6.33% WA; XLSR decreases
by approximately 1.31% of UA and 0.76% of WA. In addition, in the correlation coefficient
visualization, Figures 7 and 9 show that the prediction results are wrong (red circle) when
the silence correlation is a highly clustered area, as noted in Section 5.2. All of these factor
cause CTR to have lower silence robustness than LMET.

Nevertheless, the model performance depends on a number of speech factors. Wav2Vec2
requires a high number of speech segments for fine-training [14], and the original speech
information of both datasets is not enough to explain why the Wav2Vec2 performance is
lower than that of XLSR when using fine-training instead of transfer learning, as shown in
Tables 3 and 4.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/bdcc6030079/s1.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

SER Speech emotion recognition
CTR Convolution time reduction
LMET Linear mean encoding transformation
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E2ESER-CD Real-time End-to-End Speech Emotion Recognition from Cross-Domain
VTLP Vocal tract length perturbation
VAD Voice activity detection
WER Word error rate
WA Weighted accuracy
UA Unweighted accuracy

Appendix A. Details of Common Voice 7.0 German and Thai

The details of the train/validation examples from the Common Voice 7.0 dataset
that was used to fine-tune ASR can be found in the following table. Please note that the
table does not include the “reported” and “invalidated” splits, as we did not use them.
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For training, the splits used were the train+validated+other splits, while for validation, the
dev+test splits were used.

Table A1. Number of examples in Common Voice 7.0 German and Thai.

Language\Data Split Dev Other Test Train Validated

German (de) 15,907 8836 15,907 360,664 684,794
Thai (th) 9712 90,315 9712 23,332 107,747
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